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Introduction

▶ Many users probably become editors because they
wish to create an article.1

▶ It's harder to effectively create an article than it is
to improve existing articles.

▶ Gently guiding new editors through article creation
may improve retention.2

▶ Changing the way new users create articles may also
impact on article quality, community dynamics
and volunteer workload—positively or negatively.

1In a 2012 study, 23.5% of new users who did not perform a GettingStarted task
created an article. See https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:
Onboarding_new_Wikipedians/Qualitative_analysis.

2See hypotheses in
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Article_Creation_Workflow/Design.

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Onboarding_new_Wikipedians/Qualitative_analysis
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Onboarding_new_Wikipedians/Qualitative_analysis
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Article_Creation_Workflow/Design


Current UX

▶ Huge improvements have recently been made in
account creation and article editing UX.

▶ Article creation remains a sore point for both new
editors, who struggle with the process,3 and
dedicated volunteers, who must clean up after
newbies.4

▶ Prospective editors who wish to create an article face
unclear UI elements, unpredictable flow, lengthy
instructions and partially realized help tools.

3See
https://blog.wikimedia.org/2012/10/24/fix-this-broken-workflow/,
and https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Onboarding_new_Wikipedians.

4https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Talk:
Article_Creation_Workflow/Design

https://blog.wikimedia.org/2012/10/24/fix-this-broken-workflow/
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Onboarding_new_Wikipedians
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Talk:Article_Creation_Workflow/Design
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Talk:Article_Creation_Workflow/Design


Proposed UX

▶ Short-term proposals for improving article creation
UX include a new landing page, condensed and
always-visible guidelines, and a simplified UI.5

▶ Over the longer term, sandboxes may be
expanded to provide a “safe harbor” where
Wikipedians work on drafts together.

▶ There are three access points for article creation:
search, red links in existing articles, and direct URLs.

▶ Current proposals consider these points together,
however there are differences among them.

5https:
//www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Article_Creation_Workflow/Design

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Article_Creation_Workflow/Design
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Article_Creation_Workflow/Design


Proposed UX: Red Links in Existing Articles

▶ The initial implementation presented here focuses
on red links in existing articles.

▶ This is arguably the most important access point
for article creation: correctly placed red links are an
invitation to add an article that’s known to be
missing.

▶ “Good red links help Wikipedia—they encourage
new contributors in useful directions, and remind us
that Wikipedia is far from finished.”6

▶ A simple, unobtrusive explanation of red links in
articles should be provided to readers.

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Red_link

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Red_link


Workflow: Logged-Out User

click on or hover
over red link

click on close button, press
escape or click outside callout

back to article
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“Learn more”
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Workflow: Logged-In User (default)

click on or hover
over red link

click on close button, press
escape or click outside calloutback to

existing article

click on
“Create article”

create new
article

work in
sandbox

back to
existing article



Workflow: Logged-In User (help disabled)

click on red link create article



Search and Direct URLs

▶ Search is also an important access point for article
creation.

▶ The search results page needs a general overhaul.
▶ It might make sense to coordinate work on search
results with work on search as an access point for
article creation.

▶ It seems likely thatmainly experienced users
create articles via direct URLs. How many of these
Wikipedians need introductory help?
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